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Photographing the
Hidden Story
Jan 25th

A Darwinian theory
of beauty
Jan 26th

Denis Dutton
It travel
through cultures but not
based on it.
Beauty is deep
in our minds.

Ryan Lobo

Ryan lobo reframes controversial
subjects with empathy, so that we
see the pain of a Liberian war crimi-

nal, the quiet strength of UN women
peacekeepers and the perseverance of
Delhi's underappreciated firefighters.

”We find beauty in
something done well.”
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Identity of
the Museum of Art
It is simple but contains lots of
thoughts. The circle and squares present in the modern building shape as

and Design MAD, New York
Feb 3rd

well as the initial of the Museum
of Art and Design. It is memorable and pronounceable. Also,
refilling with different textures
and colors gives the shape more
power and implements other
representational meaning in it.
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photoshop brushes
Feb 10th

Beautiful online portfolio
Mar 10th

http://myphotoshobrushes.com/
This website has a lot of free download
photoshop brushes. It is really useful if
you use a Drawing Pad. It could show
more texture in your photoshop Drawing
or even in design.

I like how dynamic his portfolio
is. Every movement flows. His
photo gallery is really beautiful. The

dramatic effect in those photos is
really compelling. Their halted motion suggests a larger narrative in
the space of a single incident.
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Street Artist

“where did it all begin?”

Inspiration
is anywhere
in the life so
Banksy takes
his video
camera
everywhere.

Banksy Pranksy

Mar 21st
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It’s Time to Question
Bio-engineering
April 4th

Nowadays, human
beings create/ design
our new creatures,
such ligers (lion and
tiger), geeps (goat and
sheep), and mice with
ears on the back. we
are creating new lives
for our own purpose.

Do we need a
ground rule for those
bio-engineering
projects?

Reflect Qestions

Quotes from Readings
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Jan 19th, Danzico, Bierut, Johnson
Jan 20th, Interest and Curious

I am interested in different cultures and different
places. I like to travel and
taste the best food around
the world. Natural landscape and the well-design
architectures will capture
my eyes at first place. It is
interesting for me to know
the story hidden behind
the landscape and architectures. I will record them by
my cameras.

“Going beyond yourself, then, can become
a natural extension of
Jan 23rd, AIGA Good Guide
your every day.”
1, Share idea liberally ( use blogs); 2,
take notes of little
inspiration; 3, Plan
of thinking hours
everyweek;4, write
half an hour everyday for myself.

Jan 27th, Four things (Warren Berger), Fingerprint.

” How many designers
does it take to change
a light bulb? Answer:
Does it have to be a
light bulb?”

Jan 28th, Viemeister’s idea about good design
Feb 7th, re-design the way we design; two models of development.

I have never meet a good designer
who didn’t fight for his or her ideas.

” Beauty is seeing the connection of the
biggest ideas and richest sensual feelingsit is the supreme goal of life.”
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in Class
Jan 20th, Books vs Water, fire, air, earth

Pocket Guide Cultural Assessment, by Elaine M.
Geissler –not real (air)
Black Zodiac, by Charles Wright — Zodiac
(earth)
World War One, by Norman Stone — disaster
(fire)
International Relations and the Future of Ocean
Space, edited by Rober G. Wirsing — Ocean
(water)

HDR tutorial (Photography)
Jan 26th

HDR is short for High Dynamic Range.
It is a post-processing of taking either
one image or a series of images, combining them, and adjusting the contrast
ratios to do things that are virtually
impossible with a single aperture and
shutter speed.

1,Set up your camera in Aperture Priority
mode. This is important because you
don’t want the multiple photos to have
different areas of blur. Turn on Autobracketing. If you have 3 pics in the
autobracket, set it up at -2, 0, +2. On my
Nikon D3x, I usually take 5 pics at -2, -1,
0, 1, +2. I’d prefer just to take 3 pics at
-2, 0, and +2, but this camera only steps
by 1.
2, Drag three of them into Photomatix
Pro.
3, Furbish by photoshop.

http://www.stuckincustoms.com/hdr-tuto-

1, Artist habit
Drawing a picture every day is a good
way of reflecting your thought and
observations.
http://www.moko.cc/post/beibang/389792.
html

2, Color splashing (photoshop skills)
http://digitalslrphotographyguide.net/different-techniques-to-achieve-color-splashing/

Color splashing

Jan 27th

inspiration-Everyday Drawing and
color splashing

